
PIANO BY D H LAWRENCE

Softly, in the dusk, a woman is singing to me;. Taking me back down the vista of years, till I see. A child sitting under the
piano, in the boom of the tingling strings.

Wither away, small bird? He wants us to recognize and appreciate the the way things smell, sound, feel. A
tiny, fragile, half-animate bean. Lawrence paints this beautiful scene of a comfortable childhood. Lawrence
The Elephant is Slow to Mate The elephant, the huge old beast, is slow to mate; he finds a female, they show
no haste they wait for the sympathy in their vast shy hearts slowly, slowly to rouse as they loiter along the
river-beds and drink and browse and dash in panic through the brake of forest with the herd, and sleep in
massive silence, and wake together, without a word. The brain can link certain songs to memories or even
smells and sights. To take your first solitary bite And move on your slow, solitary hunt. How beastly the
bourgeois is especially the male of the species-- Nicely groomed, like a mushroom standing there so sleek and
erect and eyeable-- and like a fungus, living on the remains of a bygone life sucking his life out of the dead
leaves of greater life than his own. Isn't he handsome? They do not snatch, they do not tear; their massive
blood moves as the moon-tides, near, more near till they touch in flood. Touch him, and you'll find he's all
gone inside just like an old mushroom, all wormy inside, and hollow under a smooth skin and an upright
appearance. Just watch the display of him, confronted with a new demand on his intelligence, a new
life-demand. True poets employ masterful shifts in their work and it takes a diligent reading to catch them and
analyze them. It makes the piano seem more inviting. Life is so precious. What did you think of this poem?
All animate creation on your shoulder, Set forth, little Titan, under your battle-shield. Life was so simple,
black and white, just like the piano, but now, it has become so complex and so cruel. I loved it. These light
sounds help support the warm cheery atmosphere during that time. Isn't he healthy? The glamour of my
childhood is upon me and I weep as I miss my childhood.


